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Motivation

To understand the conditions in which the process of sustainable transition can
drive the transformation of existing sectors, focusing on the construction of a
new system around marine renewable energy technologies (MRET) and its
contribution to the development of a Sea Economy in Portugal.

Objectives

The research addresses the effects of the interaction between the emerging
technologies and existing industries that provide complementary resources and
competences for their development. It investigates the process of
(re)combination of new and existing knowledge that takes place along the
creation of a new value chain and that can bring about industrial
transformation. The implications of these processes for regional development
are equally examined. The results can inform the definition of industrial and
innovation policies.

WP1 Conceptualizes the nature and effects of the interactions between the
emerging technology system and its context.

WP2 Investigates the structure and dynamics of interactions at work in the
MRET case, to identify patterns of interaction and factors that influenced them.

WP3 Investigates the behavior of the actors involved: the rationale for their
decisions, their strategies and the outcomes at firm and system levels.

WP4 Takes stock of the results obtained at conceptual and empirical levels, in
order to extend knowledge on the conditions in which the development of new
sustainable systems can drive broader economic and social transformations.
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Results

1. New concept - transformative potential of new sustainable technologies: 
Capacity of a technology to induce change in firms from existing sectors that 
provide competences and resources for the emerging value chain, 
contributing to innovation and diversification in these sectors.

2. Evidence of change induced by marine renewable energy technologies:
Identified and characterized firms from existing sectors involved in MRET and 
investigated their behavior. Debate with key stakeholders. New database built

Figure: Firms involved in MRET in Portugal – geographic & sectoral distribution

3. Processes through which transformation takes place:

• Attraction of firms: contextual, technological and firm specific factors that 
influence involvement in MRET.

• Intensification of intersectoral relations: sectoral variety, creation of 
complementarities and knowledge recombination, as source of innovation 
and diversification. 

• Spatial variety in place configurations of actors and networks, and in roles
• Intensity & diversity of impacts contingent on technology characteristics. 

Transformative Capacity Indicator (TCI) enable to assess potential.

4. Outputs

Directory of Firms: https://www.oceantrans.info/directorio-de-empresas

Policy brief: Increase the transformative impacts of sustainable innovations
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